
THE COMPANY
Jackie Mitchell Career Consulting (JMCC) is a career development coaching and

consulting company that works with ambitious professional and executives who

want to advance and succeed in their careers, achieve their personal and

professional goals so that they can make an impact with their work and live

fulfilling lives.

JMCC  CAREER  NETWORK  FOR  PROFESS IONAL  WOMEN

THE NETWORK
The C-Suite is a network for professional women who are passionate about being successful in their

lives and in their careers. C-Suite is a success network that helps our members navigate and perform

better in their organizations by providing professional performance and success coaching,

mentorship, professional community support, and connection with like minded women at all levels

in their careers and lives.

 

The C-Suite's unique approach addresses retention issues and leadership gaps that companies face

in filling demanding, senior roles by creating a safe and supportive space where members feel more

confident, more motivated, more empowered, more inspired, and more clear on how to connect with

their company’s objectives and culture.

 

Jackie Mitchell, a Senior IT Professional and PMP certification holder, is the founder of JMCC and The

C-Suite. She saw the need for a safe space for professional women to network with each other

outside of the workplace. This is not the typical networking community.  Our Success Network is a

space that holds no judgement for those seeking to achieve and maintain success, strengthen their

soft skills, connect with other professional women on a success journey of their own.

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

ADVANTAGES OF SUCCESS NETWORK
Skilled, objective, experienced support and guidance without exhausting your internal resources

Personal and professional support in a modern way

On-demand relevant and practical training resources with practical how-to guidance

Support of female employees in an impactful way - for women by women

Expert guest mentors and industry pros who share and speak from experience on a variety of

topics - all in one place

THE C-SUITE SUCCESS NETWORK

01 Direct access to Jackie Mitchell, your

professional career coach

02
Support & connection with other

professional women at all levels of their

career from various backgrounds and

verticals

03
Quickly and easily get answers to career

challenges & monthly mentorship from

leaders in the professional community

04
24/7 access to professionally curated

courses, programs, and resources for your

personal success all in one location

LEARN  MORE  AT  JACK IEMITCHELLCC .COM

http://www.jackiemitchellcc.com/
http://www.jackiemitchellcc.com/

